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INTRODUCTION
Modern medicine does not always restore the lost shape and 
function of a human organ. In such cases, we use rehabilitation 
and replacement therapy, devices and tools that fully or par-
tially compensate for the lost and improve the quality of life. 
For example, there is a well-known prosthetics method of lost 
parts of the face or teeth based on implants (artificial tooth root 
substitutes) which provides food intake, speech, facial aesthetics, 
etc. [1-7]. This method has objective features, as well as risks 
and complications [8-15].

Creation of artificial support for dentures involves installa-
tion of an implant through a protective layer of the epithelium, 
disrupting separation of the internal environment from the 
external, and causing major biological problems of the meth-
od. The situation is complicated by the traumatic implant 
placement, excessive functional load of the supporting tissues 
of the implantation area, mainly bones, improper prosthetics 
and quality of materials used, the patient’s health, the body’s 
response to intervention, other factors, etc. It was described the 
phenomenon [11, 16, 17] of a long-term stay of an implant in 
the bone under functional loading named «osseointegration». 
In 1971, it was showed a tight fit of bone tissue to the implant 
without the appearance of a connective tissue layer and main-
taining this contact under functional load [18]. 

In 1982, the conference in Toronto recognized the effect of 
«osseointegration» [4, 15, 17, 19-21]. However, some research-
ers recognize non-physiology, risks of the method and the harm 
from implantation of artificial teeth [7].

Today, we distinguish the following clinical problems, diseases 
and conditions of peri-implant tissues: 1) healthy tissues around 

the implant, 2) near-implant mucositis, 3) periimplantitis, 
4) deficiency of soft and hard tissues around the implant [10].

The scientists study various biological and non-biological 
aspects to solve these clinical problems of dental implants. 
Biological ones include the patient’s health, bad habits, local 
clinical conditions, quantity, structure and properties of the 
bone available for implantation, the condition of the tissues ad-
jacent to the implant, method of implant use, primary implant 
stability, the quality of contact bone support with the implant, 
integration type, etc. [22, 23].

Non-biological issues include implant geometry, its thread, 
surface and anti-rotation quality, implant-superstructure 
connection, implant-bone interaction biomechanics, 
prosthesis and tool quality, role of CAD (Computer-Aided 
Design) / CAE (Computer-Aided Engineering) / CAM 
(Computer-Aided Manufacturing) technologies, use of 
guides, aesthetics, etc. Various clinical, radiographic, lab-
oratory, computer and other methods are used to study 
them [5, 10, 24].

However, despite the achievements in the development and 
implantation of artificial teeth in humans, some issues remain 
uncoordinated, mainly regarding the biological aspects of the 
method, terminology.

THE AIM
The purpose is to clarify some formulations in the implan-
tation of artificial teeth and insufficiently known indicators 
of implant quality, to assess the clinical situation more 
accurately and improve the use of the method.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A comparison of some definitions and indicators of the 
implantation quality of artificial teeth known from the 
literature with our own clinical experience in the use of 
intraosseous dental implants.

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
The term «integration» means «combination» – that is, the 
process of combining parts into a whole one that is used by 
many researchers. The available data in the literature show that 
the recognized definition of the term «osseointegration» is not 
definitively agreed, because there are many important features 
of this phenomenon. Thus, it is difficult to take them all into 
account or only the main ones in one sentence [2, 5, 24-27].

Osseointegration is a type of integration of an implant into 
bone tissue by way of direct contact (or strong «fusion» of 
metal with bone without an intermediate connective tissue 
layer, although living and non-living do not grow together) 
and functional connection between them.

Recently, instead of the term “osseointegration”, the term 
“biointegration” of dental implants has been used, about which 
there is no common opinion yet [6]. The International Congress 
of Oral Implantologists experts believe that «biointegration» 
is the binding of living tissue to the surface of biomaterial or 
implant, regardless of any mechanical locking mechanism 
(2021), using it to describe adhesion to implants coated with 
hydroxyapatite. This term also refers to various things / pro-
cesses: part of the basis of «sustainable development of forest 
ecosystems of the middle Russian forest-steppe» [28], «a 
step-by-step lifestyle changing system for «reference health, 
energy, activity and longevity», describing medical implant 
materials, etc. [29, 30].

We use the terms of preservation or destruction of biologi-
cal substances-structures in various fields of human activity. 
These are, for example: biological stability of wine – resistance 
to the microflora which damages its consumer qualities, its 
appearance, and determines its degree; biostability and biore-
sistance of implants made of metal, cellulose, lead, polyacetal, 
polyurethane, ionic materials for humans [30]. There are also 
known terms bioerosion, bioresorption [31], which can be 
considered as possible in the implantation of artificial teeth. 
Given the unresolved issues of biology in the implantation 
of artificial teeth, scientists are conducting seminars on this 
topic, which emphasizes the lack of a single point of view 
on complex biological processes in the tissues around dental 
implants [3, 30, 32-34].

Considering the above, it is advisable to cite another defi-
nition of the complex phenomenon «integration» of artificial 
teeth adopted by experts, without going into a discussion about 
its essence. But, taking into account that the «integration» of 
the implant takes place in living tissues (histo) – in the bone, 
periosteum, there is contact with the mucous membrane, it is 
«histointegration». In addition, the implantation of any foreign 
body in the body will be an individual response of systems 
and tissues, which must be taken into account. Moreover, the 
created system «bone-implant-prosthesis» must have long-term 
stability – the ability to maintain proper condition under the 

external influence, functional load. Adding prefix «bio» to this 
term does not give additional and clear meaning to the general 
term because the integration of dental implants can happen 
after its introduction only into living tissues, as implants are 
not inserted into inanimate tissues.

Thus, «histointegration» is a direct, long-lasting, anatomi-
cally and functionally capable stable connection without the 
intervention of scar tissue between the functionally rebuilt 
support tissue and the foreign body, able to withstand long-
term functional load without uncompensated damage to the 
patient’s body.

Histointegration (formerly – osseointegration) can occur in 
conditions of partially open foreign body, it is open histointe-
gration (after a single, direct implantation into the cavity of a 
newly removed tooth, or after delayed implantation). Closed 
histointegration occurs in conditions of a completely closed 
foreign body tissues (after a two-stage implantation). Histointe-
gration can be complete (over the entire surface of the intraos-
seous part of the foreign body, the implant), or incomplete (over 
part of the intraosseous surface of the implant).

By supporting tissue we mean bone tissue and tissues that 
have arisen after an increase in bone volume in the implantation 
area, using biological and artificial grafts / materials (also scar 
mineral conglomerates, augmentates – the term needs to be 
agreed on). The mucous membrane and periosteum as well as 
scar tissue can not bear the mechanical functional load due to 
their structure, function and properties.

After placement of the implant into the supporting bone 
between them, there must not be any distance, the primary 
implant-bone gap. But such a gap sometimes occurs in some 
places, and it is filled with blood, bone substitutes, otherwise 
there will be no primary stability of the implant and subsequent 
histointegration. The surface of the implant is in direct contact 
with bone tissue, its deformed and damaged elements, de-
stroyed bone beams and cells, blood, and often bone substitutes. 
This is the primary direct histocontact of the implant with the 
supporting tissues and their substitutes [35, 36].

Given that the properties of the supporting bone on the 
intraosseous surface of the implant, as a rule, are not the same 
along the entire length of the primary histocontact, the state 
of the supporting bone structures may differ in the areas of 
implant-bone contact. This can be: 1) deformation within the 
deformation capacity of bone, its Ewing module. Here, it is 
possible to provide rather fast adaptation of a bone to loading 
with compensation of deformation and preservation of avail-
able bone structures; 2) in areas where the load will exceed the 
deformation capacity of the bone, overloaded bone structures 
should be rebuilt with the emergence of secondary direct histo-
contact, adapted to the presence of a foreign body and restored 
bone structures; 3) destroyed bone structures were eliminated 
and replaced by new bone structural elements in accordance 
with the presence of a foreign body in the bone. However, we 
do not exclude the risk of incomplete osteogenesis in some 
cases / areas.

In the process of creating secondary direct histocontact 
between the support bone and the implant surface by re-
moving destroyed or deformed over the level of elasticity of 
bone beams and other bone elements, there is a temporary 
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secondary implant-bone gap width according to biological 
needs, which is then filled with new elements. This secondary 
implant-bone gap, given the artificially uneven surface of the 
implant, should probably be less than the length / thickness 
of the primary bone structure – one collagen fiber (which 
will preferably turn into a bone beam) or one bone beam at 
once, and be filled with regenerating components of tissue 
fluid (glycosaminoglycans, etc.).

Obviously, the bone beams can contact pointwise with the 
implant on their end surface or planar lengthwise, or both. As 
a result of the completed osteogenesis, new normal bone struc-
tures should be created, old bone beams should be rebuilt and 
functionally oriented according to the new function, to which 
a new mechanical load is applied. This relationship between 
the implant and the bone means histointegration in this area of 
secondary histocontact.

If the distance between the implant and the bone is greater 
than the length / thickness of the bone beam and is filled with 
a layer of connective tissue several collagen fibers thick, then 
fibrointegration will be in this area of tissue contact. 

It is clear that there must also be integration, i.e. periosse-
ointegration, between the periosteum and the implant. Thus, 
osseointegration, fibrointegration, periosseointegration (and 
mucosal contact) are possible components of implant his-
tointegration.

Implantation is considered successful when about 70% of 
the intraosseous surface of the implant has direct contact with 
bone tissue, i.e, osseointegration, which should be sufficient 
for physiological functional load on the implant. The other 
30% of the implant surface may have fibrointegration, which 
should not adversely affect the overall functional properties of 
the support created for the denture.

These up to 30% of surfaces with fibrointegration are usually 
located near the crown of the implant, which may be due to 
the following: 1) osteogenic regenerative potential of alveolar 
bone is extremely low in the alveolar process of both jaws, and 
here it is programmed for regeneration with the cheapest for 
the body way, with  most of the scar tissue or resorption; 2) the 
bone of the alveolar sprout will be resorbed in some diseases, 
in tooth loss and integral tooth-periodontal-alveolar-mucous 
complex, which has a system of mutual biological support of 
its structures; 3) there are major inflammatory complications 
in this area in the form of peri-implant mucositis, periostitis, 
osteitis, osteomyelitis and bone lysis (the accepted term is 
periimplantitis).

We know that there are both benefits to the body during 
implantation, and the harm from it. Damage is a surgical 
trauma, implantation of the internal environment of the 
body with the external (oral cavity), improper quality of 
foreign body material, penetration of infection into the 
bone wound, postoperative inflammation of the perios-
teum and mucous membranes (possibly septic), the need 
to restrain the cuff mucous membrane from microbial 
aggression of oral fluid, mechanical influences and tem-
perature fluxes from hot food, which are more transmitted 
through the implant to the bone without its protection 
by the mucous membrane. Implantation also produces 
negative microwave fluxes from the alveolar bone to 

the implant, which also adversely affects physiology of 
the tissues adjacent to the implant. This damage must be 
eliminated or compensated by the patient’s body, which 
begins immediately after the surgery and lasts throughout 
the stay of the implant in the tissues.

Considering the above definition of the histointegration 
phenomenon, it is advisable to add some concepts on the 
implantation of artificial teeth.

Time to achieve implant histointegration lasts from the 
moment of implant placement to the moment of support-
ing tissues adaptation to it, prosthesis and new function, 
mastering of the patient’s ability to use dentures (period of 
habituation). It can last for different periods, 2-6 months 
or more, depending on the regenerative properties of the 
body and supporting tissues, used grafts and bone substi-
tutes, and indirectly indicates the regenerative properties 
of the supporting bone. The shorter this time, the better 
the reparative adaptive response of the supporting tissues 
(bones) to the implant, and so on.

Implant histointegration ensures its functional and 
aesthetic (soft tissue) integration. Functional integration 
provides the implant, the implant-prosthetic structure of 
the ability to eat while maintaining the histointegration of 
the implant and its position in the jaw. Accordingly, there 
may be functional disintegration – loss of the achieved 
functionality.

Aesthetic integration (tissue and prosthesis) involves 
the normal appearance of soft tissues, the condition of the 
marginal mucosa, interdental papillae («red» aesthetics), 
as well as the appropriate shape and color of dentures, etc. 
Accordingly, there may be aesthetic disintegration of the 
implant (tissue and prosthesis).

Histodisintegration of the implant is partial or complete 
loss of positive morphological, functional and aesthetic 
effects of varying degrees, up to the loss of the implant.

The stability (resistivity) of the implant can be primary 
(mechanical or mechanical stability) and secondary (tissue or 
histostability), in the tissues rebuilt under the implant and the 
new functional load of the tissues. Mechanical stability should 
be achieved even when installing the implant in the bone due 
to the tight contact of it with supporting tissues that are in-
jured and strain stress in the mismatch of the diameter of the 
implant and implant bed, bone compression. This is a man-
ifestation of the primary direct histocontact of the implant. 
Mechanical stability is required for further histointegration of 
the implant and the achievement of secondary histocontact, 
i.e. histostability, when the elastic deformation of the bone 
disappears and becomes compensated, and damage to bone 
structure is eliminated by reparative regeneration.

Histostability of the implant (morphological and functional) 
means the long-term preservation of the supporting and ad-
jacent tissues condition, their anatomical position, the quality 
of the achieved morphological and functional integration.

Accordingly, the histodestability of the implant can be mor-
phological (partial or complete loss of morphological qualities 
of the supporting tissues) and functional (usually secondary 
and depends on the quality of morphological stability, partial 
or complete).
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Stability of the implant and prosthetic structure is the 
preservation of their acceptable clinical-morphological and 
functional-aesthetic condition for a long time. Accordingly, 
destability of the implant and prosthetic structure may occur 
due to the loss of their biological and mechanical qualities.

Mechanical stability (mechanical resistivity) of the implant 
and implant-prosthetic structure is a long-term preservation 
of the properties of supporting tissues, mechanical compo-
nents and the entire structure (implant, screw, superstructure, 
prosthesis). Accordingly, there may be mechanical destability 
– partial or complete loss of viability of adjacent tissues and 
the destruction of the implant-prosthetic structure with its 
preservation or loss. In addition, there may be only aesthetic 
destability of the implant-prosthetic structure (for example, 
breaking off the edge of the artificial crown).

The data on the implantation of artificial teeth in the liter-
ature and our own experience in the use of dental implants 
since 1977 indicate the need for more careful study and accu-
rate determination of the processes that the doctor deals with 
when replacing lost teeth and restoring their basic functions. 
The authors substantiate the reason for this in the article.

The definition of the term «histointegration» of the implant 
refers to the compensation or subcompensation of the patient’s 
body for damage and risks caused by dental implants. It is 
harmful as it determines the body’s response to implantation, 
disrupts the continuous protective epithelial layer of tissues 
and combines the internal environment of the body with the 
external.

There is also a description of the terms in the article: time 
of achieving histointegration of the implant, functional 
integration and disintegration, aesthetic integration and 
disintegration, morphological and functional stability of the 
implant, mechanical stability / destability of the implant and 
prosthetic structure, aesthetic destability. These terms and 
their meanings can be discussed.

The use of these terms, indicators of the state of the implant 
and implant-prosthetic structure, comparison of their state 
over time clarifies the description of the clinical picture, the 
state of the implant and implant-prosthetic structure, expands 
clinical diagnostic capabilities. This more fully informs the 
physician about the dynamics of the processes involved in 
periimplant tissues, implants and implant-prosthetic design, 
allows you to take the necessary measures in advance to in-
fluence the clinical situation, and can be useful in the clinic.

CONCLUSIONS
1.  The authors use the term «histointegration» of a dental 

implant which describes the essence of this phenomenon 
more accurately.

2.  The article gives a more complete definition of the term 
«histointegration» of a dental implant, indicating the 
effect of the implant on the human body.

3.  Histointegration can be open and closed, partial and 
complete, stable and unstable according to the method 
of implantation.

4.  The article describes clinical components of histointe-
gration and histodisintegration effect, stability and 

destability of the implant, the state of the implant-pros-
thetic structure, the use of which clarifies the clinical 
picture, condition and outcome of dental implantation.

5.  The given data, terms and their values increase the 
number of indicators for a more complete assessment of 
the quality of dental implants, compare different com-
ponents of dental implants and increase their efficiency.
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